LUBLIN TELEINFORMATIC CLUSTER ASSOCIATION

COUNTRY / REGION:
Poland

CONTACT:
Agnieszka Janiszewska
http://www.klaster.wlublinie.pl/
it@klaster.wlublinie.pl
785 555 644

ADDRESS:
F.Stefczyka 34 Street
20-151 Lublin

WHAT I WANT TO GET OUT OF THE NETWORK:
- the connection of enterprises to establish cooperation, create products / network services;
- exchange of experience and implementation of "good practices" in the structures of underdeveloped enterprises;

WE ARE THE ORGANIZATION THAT:
- is a self-governing social organisation of an economic and scientific nature, associating natural and legal persons conducting economic activity in the ICT industry;
- The Association’s activity covers the area of Poland;
- disseminates information on solutions that meet the highest technical standards and are characterised by a high degree of innovation on the regional, national and foreign market;
- brings together individuals and enterprises operating in the industry and related institutions to support innovation, promote companies, institutions, public offices, products, services and human resources;
- supports entrepreneurs in obtaining EU funds, offering them substantive and technical consultations;